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We have come to the end of the
school academic year. I am
delighted to confirm Mrs. Bola
Benson will be resuming at
school in September, as Head of
School and foundation Stage
Teacher.

for this. I thank you all as parents for your support, encouragement, humor and positivity
over the last two terms and wish
each of you well.
I wish The Libra House Montessori school every succession in
their expansion and look forward
to hearing all about the children’s
future achievements.

I am delighted to have spent the
last two terms with The Libra
House Montessori School. The
school has an extensive range of
quality traditional ‘Montessori
Materials’ enhancing the learning
outcomes philosophized by Maria
Montessori, and aid the class
directresses in achieving the
curricular outcomes with
individual children at their own
pace.

Kindest Regards
Lucy Prew-Ajayi

The children have enabled me to
get to know each of them as the
unique, talented and energetic
children they are. I thank them

Summer Activities
We are happy to have a rest
à
over the school holidays, if Mum
and Dad still have to go to work.
What shall we do? For those
travelling enjoy and stay safe.

à

Bricks for Kids
Camp.

Summer

à

Rue 14 Studio’s have lots
going on over the holidays
with drama and dance workshops.
Meadow hall school are hosting a football camp to develop
spatial awareness, analytical
thinking and football skills.

Should your little one be spending time at home this summer,
that is perfectly okay. Children
can simply experiment with their
environment, help with the shopping, cooking, tidying and explore
the books and toys at home with
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Practical Life
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Through these activities the
children are learning how to
care for their environment and
themselves. The activity of
carrying a chair and learning
how to drop it . Some of the
fundamental activities in practical life ( like rolling and unrolling a mat or walking on the
line), the children develop
the need to work with
any material in the classroom

Shape Lacing
Shape lacing is an activity hat
develops and strengthens the
child's finger and wrist muscle as
well as the pincer grip in preparation for writing
Cut and Paste
Children work with this activity
for their finer and wrist muscle
to be strengthened and also the
ability to handle and use the
scissors is developed

Language
The nomenclature cards and
animal baskets on the language
shelf allow the children to
recognize the name and to
learn how to pronounce the
name of what they see in their
environment. They absorb the
vocabulary and develop independence day by day through
exposure with their friends and
adults I their environment

“Do not tell them how
to do it, show them how
to do it and do not say a
word. If you tell them,
they will watch your lips

Movable Alphabet Box
This activity analyses phonetic words
and prepares the child for reading
Logical Adjective Game
This activity helps the child see the
logical agreement between
noun and adjectives

move. If you show them

Sensorial

they will want to do it
themselves”
~Maria Montessori~

Brown Stairs
The brown refines an develops the child's
vision and muscular perception of dimension, coordination of movement and
shows relationships between prisms
Geometric solid
This activity refines the stereo gnostic
sense of the child as he or she feels the
whole form of the solids. It also prepares
the child for geometry in mathematics
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The children are learning to sort out
object and shape. They have learnt a
lot about shapes, colours and size.
With our Sensorial materials the
children acquire the ability to classify
things in their environment which
facilitates the development of their
intelligence and sense of Organization . That way the children get to
understand and adopt their environment
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Culture

Land and Water Form
This activity introduces the child to
the different land and water forms in
the world giving him/her a concrete
experience as well as habitats

Through these activities the children make experience and can use
their imagination. They learnt about
textures like sand and water and
they were able to explore their
physical
world

African Puzzle Map
The African puzzle map stimulates the
child’s interest in the world, its people and his continent. With this material the child learns the names of
countries in the continent, location of
the countries as well as sensorial
impression on the relative sizes and
shapes of the countries

Mathematics
Numbers and counters
This activity further reinforces the loose quantities
of numbers 1-10. It gives the child the visual & mathematical sense of the linkage between quantities 110. Also introduces the child to the concept of even
and odd numbers
Number Rods
The number rods is the first Montessori Mathematical material the child is introduces to. It presents to
the child the fixed quantities of numbers 1-10. With
this material the child learns to count –10 as well as
associating the names with the quantities.

Healthy Living
Healthy Children;

training and appetite.

Hygienic children are healthy
children. Bacteria is a germ
that can get in our food and
drink, that can be left on door
handles and on our toys.

à

Remember to clean your
child’s toys often

à

Remember to clean the
door handles and rails

à

Remember to wash hands
before and after eating
every time.

When our little ones touch
bacteria they get infections
which can slow down their development of speech, toilet

Our Toddlers are focusing on
numbers 1 –5, we now sing
lots of rhymes such as 5 little
monkeys and 5 green bottles
to help us order our numbers.
Some of us are ordering by
visual recognition. With use
of the number tower.
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The Libra House Montessori Trust was founded in 2004 by Mrs. Adebola
Benson, a qualified Montessori Directress with an AMI Certified Diploma
from the premier Maria Montessori Institute in the UK. The school is
incorporated as a not-for-profit trust with an objective of providing quality education to children ages 18months to 6 years employing the Mon-

The Libra House Montessori School

tessori ethos.

2b Adeyemi Lawson Street

Dr. Maria Montessori spoke of the child’s mind as the “Absorbent Mind”

Ikoyi

because of its great ability to learn and assimilate effortlessly from the
surrounding world. It is for this reason the school is furnished with the

Lagos

full suite of level-appropriate Montessori educational materials, and

Telephone: 01-414541987
07019234405

guided by certified Montessori Directresses.
The Libra House Montessori School Educational Trust (Libra House) is
expanding the current Montessori Early Years setting further to a primary setting. The primary setting will commence in September 2017 opening classrooms for Reception, Year One and Year Two in Key Stage One
practicing the British Curriculum of England and Wales.
Please contact admin@librahouse.org.ng with any enquiries.

Making Materials Matter………….

Gradation Day 2017
Zoe Koumpatis

Araoluwa Akindele

Falit Purswani

Taraoluwa Osinibi

Faramade Makanjuola

Charlotte Spence

